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CHAPTER I

THE PR9BLEM AND DEFINIT.IONS OF TERMS USED

For many years a difference of opinion bas existed in

various sections of the United States as to Just what should

be the standards for jUdging debate-. In some sections of

the country a number of debate judges base their decisions

primarily on the marmer in which the arguments have been pre

sented. Orator,r, showmanship, s~perficial gesturing, and the

usage of language are therefore stressed. In other seotions

the extensive use of direct quotations is the prevalent fao

tor in JUdging while in~ k·iui:::~th6~ ~'re~~~'~~idence, organi

zation, and logical reasoIli~g ,ciC)l~~t·itl.\t$;:t~~ basis for

accepting or rejecting the truth of a given proposition. A

complication is added to the problem by the practioe of using

as JUdges those who have done little or no debating themselves

and who, therefore, do not know the goals in debate. That

such oonfusion should exist among those who have done little

or no debating, but who are oooasionally called on to JUdge;

l's not surprising. .The problem would be less disturbing if

it were limited to that group. Its solution might then be

reached ,through using only II qualif·ied· JUdges, cho sen from

th~se who teach debating. However, even among the "expert"

or-oritic" JUdges there is as yet, no Hbest method II and no

model ballot governing the Judging of debate.
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I. THE PROBLEM

statement of~ problem. It was the purpose of

this study (1) to learn through a survey of the literature

in the field, and fram a questionnaire, on what grounds a

majority of debate judges, representing all sections of the

United states, agree in jUdging,debate; and (2) to compare

ballots used for judging debate in various sections of the

oountry, ohecking points of agreement and disagreement look

ingto the preparation of a model ballot.

Importanoe .Q!. the studY. Debating has always held

a high place in society. Starting with the now famous

Lincoln-Douglas debates and later the Yale-Harvard debates

at the turn of the century, a large part of our population

has always been interested in hearing both sides of a con

troversial issue aired and the truth arrived at through

logical reasoning. Today debating, as such, is still im

portant; however, during the past few years it has lost

same of its prestige. The reason for the general degrada

tion of debating is quite obvious. College debaters are

protesting en masse that they never know on what grounds

different JUdges will be basing their decisions. No stan

dardset of rules bas ever been aocepted whereby the

d~ba~ers knew in advance Just what was expected of them.
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Dr. Orookerl has said, in speaking of. debate, "We all will.

agree that standards of judging are far from unif'orm. n The

problem of' JUdging debates has never been solved satisf'aot

orily f'or a majority ot coaohes, judges, and debaters. In

this study an attempt has been made to f'ind the f'undamental

prinoiples on whioh most debate ooaohes agree f'or the JUdging

of debate and inoorporate them into a model ballot.

Limitations .2! the study. This study was oonoerned

only with the JUdging of debate as it is praotioed in the

oontinenta1 United States, ino1uding the Distriot of' Oolumbia,

on the oollege and university level. No attempt bas been

made to survey ourrent methods of' JUdging debate outside the

oontinenta1 limits of' the United States or to inolude the

Judging ot debate as it is praotioed in the high sohoo1s

today,.

II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Debate. Debating is not an inte11eotua1 tug-ot-war.

In this study debate will be interpreted as meaning the

disoussion of' both sides of' any given problem so as to

arrive at the truth of' the problem through the oitation

1 Lionel Orooker, "Debate Judging," ~ Speaker,
30:,6...8, .·January, 1948.
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of substantiated evidence and- logical reason1ng therefrom.

Debating is an activity from which it is believed the indi

vidual will cUltivate the habit and power of independent

thinking after he has extensively studied the expert evidence

available.

JUdging. This term shall be interpreted as meaning

the act ot determinin~ the merits of debating by an individ

ual or group of individuals invested with the authority ,to do

so and with a sufficient knowledge of the question to be rated

apparently established.

Ballot. A ballot is a form on which the judge or

JUdges render a decision in favor of the team which in his

or their opinion has done the more effective debating. The

judge in using this evaluative aid is to consider only the

merits of the debate ~ H2! The Merits Ql~ Question.

III. CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION

Evaluation of debaters. In making his evaluations,

the judge in most oases has taken into consideration the

following points: (1) analysis of the proposition; (2)

knowledge of the subJect: (3) logical reasoning based on

evidence; (4) organization and English composition; (5)

refutation and adaptation to the opposing case; and finally

(6) the general effectiveness of the debater as a pUblic
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speaker. Above all the Judge should refrain from allowing,

personal opinion, prejudice, or partiality to enter into his

decision.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

, During the past twenty years much has been written

toward the improving and bettering of debate Judging.

However, little substantial action has been taken in that

direction. Charles R. Layton,l Dean of Muskingum College,

says:

There is no doubt that more uniformity and better
JUdging are to be desired and sought after. If we are
to help matt,~s we shall have to seek out the causes' of
these large and baffling differences in jUdgment.
There are many, but one of fundamental. Debate judges
differ widely in their decisions, because they do not
have a common standard upon which to base their Judg
ments. This is aggrava.ted by the fact that debate
directors and the debaters themselves possess no uni
form standard for debating. The lack of a common
measuring stick is one of the causes for all differ
ences of opinion in the various phases of life and _
thought. 2

He concludes that there is a. definite need for more

uniformity in debate judging standards; that we can~ot expect

and probably do not desire perfect uniformity in debating or

judging, but we do need a common standard for jUdging. 3

1 Charles R. lAyton, "How Can We Secure More Uniformity
in Debate> Judging in 1948-49, d ~ Speaker, 31:4-7, November,
1948.

2 Loc'.cit.--
3 ill,g.., p. 7
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Lionel Crocker,4 professor of speech at Denison

University, Granville, Ohio, and a leading figure in the

field of debate, is in agreement with many other authorities

as to the laok of uniformity in judging debates. Commenting

on the use of ballots he concludes, RNo debate can be decided

by adding up points: so many points for delivery, so many

for organization, so many for material, etc. We are speak

ing of judging, not about addition. 115 He further states,

"We all will agree that standards of judging are far from

uniform. 116

Hyman Kuperstein,7 a member of Tau Kappa Alpha at

Rutgers University, cites the following experiences in refer

ence to debate JUdging on a recent trip:

On February 27, eight men started out enthusiastic
ally on an eight-day tour, participating in twenty-four
decision debates. They returned to their campus, at'
R~tgers University,bewildered, not a little angry, and
highly skeptical of the value of debating as they exper
ienced it.

These stUdents had learned to face a group of per
sons with confidence in order to argue according to best
forensic standards. They had understood their presenta
tions would be appraised according to agreed upon debate

4 Lionel Crocker, "Debate Judging," ~ Speaker,
31:6-8, January, 1948.

5 Loe. cit.-."--
6 Ibid., p. 6.

,
',Hyman Kuperstein, IIWho is JUdging Wbat?U ~ Speaker,

29:5-5, May, 1947.
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rules as expressed by suoh authorities as Egbert Ray
Niohols, Dr. Lionel Crooker, and George Musgrave, but
most of the time deoisions were based on personal and
arbitrary opinions.

Often there wa~ disagreement among judges on the
debate teohnique used by speakers. In one oase, a
JUdge oommended a Rutgers affirmative team for its
friendly and courteous manner. Then the next judge,
a woman, gave warm -approval to the other side for its
saroasm. She also advised the Rutgers team they should
have debated the opposite side of the question beoause
as far as she was concerned, no affirmative team oould
possibly win 1

It was disoouraging to have a judge with preoon
oeived ideas and an ad.m1ttedly biased attitude, but
another critio added to the gloom of the Rutgers affir
mative team when he oa11ed it "highly irregular" for
the first affirmative speaker to give a plan. He said
this was something he had "never before heard." Then
the judge expressed surprise that the negative speakers
did not attack the plan and take advantage of this
affirmative "error." However, he awarded the deoision
to the negative team.

The bewilderment of the Rutgers debaters inoreased
when three judges based their deoisions on personal .
opinions. These judges had "unbeatable" affirmative
plans whioh they told the visiting team, in no unoer
tain terms, shOUld have been used. However, eaoh idea
had already been explored by the team and disoarded
beoause of loopholes and weaknesses.

One judge wanted direot quotations only, while the
following judge said he wanted only indireot statements.,
When a Rutgers affirmative team proved one negative
debater had been using false dates, it was oondemned
by another oritio for -qUibbling" over petty issues.

Two judges awarded deoisions to the negative side
and then asked the atfirmativeteam for an explanation
at arguments the negative debaters avoided. In both
of these oases, the negative teams oomp1ete1y ignored
the affirmative arguments.

The constant "clash" methods of Rutgers teams were
another souroe of controversy among the judges. A
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Rutgers affirmative group was condemned by two jUdges,.
for using this style of debating. But another JUdge
berated the team for clashing continuously and advised
the debaters to spend more time practicing footwork
and the constant use of hands.

The dilemma of· one final affirmative rebuttalist
received only censure from one so-called "Judge."
The judge insisted it was "smart strategyU for the last
negative rebuttalist to ask the final affirmative speaker
many questions. Though he admItted the last affirmative
debater could not complete the task of summing up if he
tried to answer all the questions, the JUdge insisted
the last speaker had to reply to all of them or lose the
contest•

. It was a case of utter confusion .for the Rutgers
teams who bad been instructed that debating involved,
essentially, reasoned discourse and not sophist trick
ery.

Some judges knew how to criticize constructively,
but they were in the minority. Prejudiced judges, those
with "unbeatable plans II and outmoded ideas, and some
completely ignorant of debate procedure were what the
Rutgers men frequently came up against.

Men and women from other schools had similar com
plaints.· Debaters seldom knew until after a contest
that the judges woUXd adhere to a school's previously
agreed upon foren,sic rUle s. Only when it was too
late did they realize the critics bad imprOVised their
own standa~d·s which otten were years outmoded.

Rutgers debaters believe debating is an activity
to be enjoyed. How ooUld a physical sport ever hold
its place if each referee and judge made deCisions
from a different rUle book, or set hie Qwn standards?

Intercollegiate debating is an activity of recog
nized worth, but unless the JUdges can be prevailed
upon to stick to uniform forensic standards, debating
may soon lOse its present appeal for undergraduates. 8
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Edward S. Betz,9 a former president 'of Pi Kappa

Delta, found that at its spring meeting the Province of the

Pacific held a unique student evaluation discussion of the

forensic program as conducted in the western area. The dis

cussions were completely student guided and only students

participated in the sessions. The panels became more than

Just gripe sessionsj for out of them developed certain con

crete suggestions for' the improvement of debate and other
I

types,of forensic contests. The author stated that the

debate panel group reached the following conclUsion concern

ing intercollegiate debate: "Inadequate judging is one of

the major faults of intercollegiate tournament debating. 1.10

Herbert Bahe,ll in his article "Toward Better Debat

ing," said, "I propose that the national forensic honoraries

unite in codifying debate jUdging standards. n12

Richard Murphy13 found that there were three basiC

methods open to judges in evaluating debate. First, the

judge may attempt the practically impossible task of serving

9 Edward S. Betz, "Evaluation of the Intercollegiate
Forensic Program,H ~ Forensic, 31:95, May, 1946.

10 !&.2.. ill.

11 Herbert Rahe, "Toward Better Debating,".~ Speaker,
30:4, Jlarch," 1948.

12,. Loe. ill-

13,lU-C).hard ...MUrphy'~ and,::.o.thers" Debatin,g, (Boston: D. C.
HEta~hand Oompany, 19~1J, pp.: 130-131. .
'';''~;::''~'" ':~. ',:. :, ,'. ';', (., ..: ",;, " ',-'. -' ", ,\ ,.,' ." "
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as a Juror. Previous knowledge of the question must not .

influence his decision. He must have an "unbiased mind."

"yn sohool presents its eVidence; 'Z' school presents its

evidence. At the end the Juror is supposed to render his

decision entirely on the basis of this eVidence. The two

main objections to this method are (1) that few jUdges

possess the necessary ignoranoe of the sUbject or the abil~

ity to assume it for-the occasion, and (2) that, laoking

stric~ rules of evidence and the time and means of applying

them offered a juryman in the courtroom, the judges decision

will probably revert to his previous opinions or sympathies.

Seoondly, the judge may act as a legislator. After

the completion of the debate the judge simply votes for or

against the proposition. Any previous conviction about the

subjeot is legitimately thrown into the balance on one side

or the other. Such jUdgments give no indication of compara

tive skill in debating.

Finally and perhaps the most popular method is for

the judge to a~t as a critic. He need not be ignorant of

the question he prefers. He uses his knowledge of the

subject and of debate methods to evaluate the arguments and

their presentations.

Myers',14 writing in answer to the question, "What

14,Wiltred Myers, HWhat is My Duty," ~ Debater's
Magazine, 3:46-47, March, 1947.
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DE~TE JUDGING OUTLINE

is my duty?" outlines the following procedure for judges

in evaluating debate:

Where !a!. negative supports ~ counterplan:

The affirmative is required to show that its own
plan is better than the status quo, unless the
negative admits it. If the affirmative fails to
do this:
Decision: .Negative.

2.

Based on the following principles:

1. Decision must go to the team doing the better
debating; or more specifically,

2. Decision must go to the team doing what the
proposition demands,

3. Decision must go to the affirmative if it shows
tbat the proposed plan should be adopted; other
wise the deoision must go to the negative. .

4. Delivery, or manner of presentation, is given
full consideration in the following outline,
since it is a means to an end (the communication
of ideas) only. Delivery must not be considered
separately, for so doing would result in it
being counted' twice.

The possibilities:

1. Where ~ negative supports !!!! status guo:

a. The plan is shown by the teams to have advan
tages and no disadvantages.

b. The plan is shown to have no advantages.
Decision: Negative.

o. The plan is shown to have both advantages
and di sadvantages.
Deoision: Either team, depending on (1) the
demonstrated' importance of the advantages and
disadvantages, (2) the number, if each is .
shown to be of equal importance, and (3) the
degree of certainty attached to each after
refutation and counter-refutation.
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If the affirmative does show that its plan is
better than the status qUO, and

a. The counterplan is shown to have advan
tages and no disadvantages with respect
to the affirmative plan.
Decision: Negative.

b. The counterplan is shown to have no advan
tages with respect to the affirmative plan.
Decision: Affirmative.

c. The counterplan is shown to have both
advantages and disadvantages, with respect
to the affirmative plan.
Decision: Either team, depending on (1)
the demonstrated importance of the advan
tages and disadvantages, (2) the number,
if each is shown to be of equal importance,
and (3) the degree of certainty attached
to each after refutation and counter- '
refutation. 15

Eugene C. Chenoweth,16 in response to an article writ

ten in The Forensic--upon which a symposium was held in the

September, 1946, issue of~ Debater's Magazine, wrote:

According to a recent Forensic article by Edward S.
Betz, the forensic stUdents of the Province of the Pac
~fic cmcluded, "Inadequate JUdging is one of the major
faults of collegiate tournament debating." Perhaps
the same criticism could be leveled at debate JUdging
in general. In their proposal for improving the situ
ation, these students suggested, "Judging could be
improved by the nation-wide adoption of a uniform
ballot containing adequate instruotions for the use _
of the judge and a sufficient number of points on whioh
to evaluate the speakers.· .

Believing that many debaters, directors of debate,
and judges ooncur in the opinion of the students of
the Prov~noe of the Paoi~ic, .the writer recommends a

15 1.2£. ,cit,.'

: '. ~6 Eugell~-' et;"C1:lenow:et~1 ~"Deba~e Judging Ba~lot," ,
~Debater'sMa.gazlne,3:~'~~' Maroh, 1947. ,- -. ,

, ;. . -.' • ',,1 '''. I·,~. . .. ' -,.... .,' l:'.' :. .",.; ,'. f.;e" . ',' . ': . ' •

'I.
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judging ballot which inoludes the following items:
analysis, evidence, argument, organization, adaptation, '
refutation-rebuttal, language, delivery, and persuasion.
Similar ba~lots are used by Baird and some other writers.

In addition to checking each epe~ker on the judging
ballot, the judge should write a brief criticism of each
aebater on the back of the JUdging ballot. The negative
team's criticism should be written on the left half of
the sheet, and the affirmative' s on the right half. The
manager of the tournament should tear the ballot at the
perforated line and give each team its ratings and cri
tioisms at the close of the tournament.

The construction of the ballot (see page 17) is
based on three principles. First, if a JUdging ballot
is ~o make possible an adequate evaluation of debate,
such a ballot should include, the items which are the
chief units of instruction in reputable textbooks on'
argumentation and debate. Second, a long list of items
is cumbersome and decreases the judging efficiency.
Closely related items, therefore, shoUld be combined.
Third, a rating scale of medium length is practical.
Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 represent very poor, poor, fair,
good, and excellent.

Three objections to the use of a judging ballot are
frequently raised•. First, there are those who say that
directors of debate, judges, and debaters can not agree
on a list of items of effective debating. We concede
that not all persons interested in debate choose the same
items, but we believe that a majority of the professors
of argumentation and debate agree generally as to the
elements that are fundamental in this area of speech
education. To support this statement, let Us turn to
reputable argumentation and debate textbooks pUblished
during the past halt century, all the way from Baker to
Ba1rd.Wbat 'oommon elements of debate do we find in
these books? The items that are in the Judg1ng ballots
appear most oonsistently.

Some authors designate the same elements by different
names. For example, one author reters to "persuasion"
as "winning the aud1enoe." Another wr1ter speaks of
"organization" as "arrangement." Who would object to
differenoes 1n the name ,of an item so long as it expressed
the idea? .Is it not true that a rose by any other name
smells just as sweet? We believe, therefore, that a large
majority of direotors, judges, and debaters do agree in
the ,selection of the elements essential to effective
debating.
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Second, some sincere individuals object to the use
of a judging ballot because they believe it is hardly
possible to weight the items in proper proportions. In
answer to this objection one might ask, "Why Should some
items be given more weight than others? Is argument
more important than. organization, delivery, or persuasion?"
Frequently conso1entious speakers advance oommendable
prmposals, but, because of ineffective delivery, the use
of infer10r language, or inadequacy in some other essen
tial element in publio speaking, they are unable to
1nfluenoe their audience to acoept suoh proposals. Some
times a strong case rightly tails to win a favorable
deoision from the audience and the jUdge because the
speakers are crude in the presentation of their oase.
They are weak on d!livery, persuasion, adaptation, and
in the use of language. In making a figurative com
parison, one might ask, "Which is the most important:
the motor of a car, the tires, the tan belt, or the
steering gear?"

Third, there are JUdges who objeot to the use of any
form of a jUdging ballot, because they think·1t 1s psy
chologically unsound. These persons evidently believe
a debater makes a total impression on the judge without
the consoious reoognition of or evaluation of the speaker's
quality of performanoe on the separate items in a JUdging
scale. It appears that these j~dges think they can arrive
at a fair and sound deoision in a debate without actually
bowing how. or why they arrive at that deCision.

This viewpoint raises seve~al interest1ng questions.
For example; if a decision 1s made from a general 1m
pression without the judge knowing how or w~, then how
can he stand before the two teams, their directors, and
the audience and attempt to give an intelligent oritic-'
decision after the debate? What are the bases for his
criticism? Does' the judge arrive at a decision as the
result of.a general 1mpression made by each speaker and
then evaluations of each debater on evidence, argument,
del1very and other items to Justify his decision in the
eyes of the audience, the debaters, and the directors?
Is it not more practioal and sc1entific to evaluate each
speaker ort spec1fic items in a jUdging ballot dur1ng the
debate, and to add the total scores of the speakers on
each side to determine which team did the better debating?
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The Judge, furthermore, by referring to the judg1ng
scale, can explain how he arrived at this decision.

A decis~on based on a general impression 1s s1milar
to a conclus10n arawn from empirical observation. On
the other hand, a dec1s10n made by the use of a JUdg1ng
scale is analagous to a conclus10n formed through sc1
ent1fic investigation.

JUdging a debate may be figurat1vely compared to
appra1s1ng the valuation of a car. If a person Oan more
efficiently set a price on a oar by 1nspect10n, evaluat10n
and summat10n of speo1fic items in the construction of
the machine, it seems logical to conclude that an individ
ual trained 1n debate can make a more valid decision through
the evaluation and summation of separate elements of
effective debating.

Debating is more than stating strong arguments and
cit1ng an abundance of ev1dence. Debat1ng consists of
finding the truth, organizing it clearly, and presenting
it in such a manner that the audience will aocept it.
The specific processes involved 1n effective debating
should be given due consideration 1n judging a debate.
It is recommended, therefore, that judges employ some
type of jUdging scale to aid them in arriving at a
decision and to assist them in making critiques. l7

17 'Loc.·. cit.--



Chenoweth's Ballot18

Affirmative Team

••

4

4

••

3

3

••

Time _

2

2

••

1

1

Negative Team

First Negat~ve Speaker

Second Negative Speaker

JUDGING SCALE - BALLOT

Total Soore __

Affirmative's total score -------------
Negative's total score _

Speaker's norms: Below 24, Inadequate;
24-32, Fair; 33-41, Good; 42 and above,
Exeellent

Total Score _

Team I S norms; Below 48, Inadequate;
48-64, Fair; 65-82, Good; 83 and above
Exce11ent

* Exerolslng my honest JUdgment, I vote
* tor the team.
JUdge _

School __

Analys1 s • • • • • • • ...: _-.a.:__:_-...t;~"",,:I.-_

Evidence ••••••• ~~.__-.a.; : __~:__~;~_
Argument • • • • • • • :"",__: _--a.:__;_......: _
Organization ••••• :'_......:1.-- :......_.&.: :__
Adaptation •••••• : : : ; :
Refutation-Rebuttal .:---..I:~--:~.--~:--~:---
Language • • • • • • • : ::r--_z..:_.....:.:_.....z;__
Dellvery •.• • • • • • :l---::!--_~:_--:.:_.......:__
Persuasion • • • • • .: : : : :

Round _

Analysl s • • • • • • • :,..__: _--,-:_--1:_-..1:1--_
EVidenoe ••••••• :~__~:__~:_~:_~: _
Argument • • • • • • • :...__: _~:_~:_-..:"-/_
Organization • • • • • ~,..__: __~:_--1:_-.11: _
Adaptat 10n • • • • • • : _--'-:__:__---<:...---
Refutation-Rebuttal :""--":.......--':......._: _
Language • • • • • • .: _-...:_-..:__!,"---<:...__
Delivery •••• ~ •• ~:__~ •__~:~_! _
Persuaslon •••••• :

The JUdge I s ratings: l-Very Poor, 2-
Poor, 3--Falr, 4--Good, 5--Excellent

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••

4

4

••

3

3

Time _

2

21

1

Seoond Affirmative Speaker

First Affirmative Speaker

Negative's total score _

Speaker's norms: Below 24, Inadequate;
24-32, Fair; 33-41, Good; 42 and above,
Exoellent

Total Score-----
Affirmative's total score ----------

Total Score _

Judge _

Sohool _

Team I S norms: Below 48, Inadequate;
48-64, Fair; 65-82, Good; 83 and above
Exce1.1.ent

* Exeroising my honest JUdgment, I vote
* for the team.

18 1:&2. £!!.

Analysi s • • • • • • • :..._.-&.:_-.s.: 1_--=:......_
Evidence ••••••••~,__~:_~:_~;:...-~:~__
Argument • • • • • • • :--.-::r...-.--..:__...: _--:.:__
Organi zation • • • • • :--.--",:~_•.::..._-=-:_--:.:__
Adaptation • • • • • .: : : : :
Refutation-Rebuttal .::...----=:~--;=-----~;-~:---
Language • • • • • • • :,_---=:~......;::-__.:..:_--:.:__
Delivery ••••••• : : : : :
Persuasion • • • • • • :----=:----=:----=::...----=::.---

JUDGING SCALE·- BALLOT

Analysi s • • • • • • • :_~:_--:::...--.-;:=--_.::..:__
Evidence • • • • • • • :_---::_--::::---...':=--_.::..:__
Argument • • • • • • • :_~:_--:::...-_:=---_.::..: __
organi zation • • .,. • :_---=::...---::::...--...':=-- _
Adaptation •••••• : : : :
Refutation-Rebuttal • :---=-:_ .....: - ....:'----:;:--
Language • • • • • • • :_---=:_--'::---...':=--__: __
Delivery ••••••• :_---=::...---:::-----':=--- _
Persuasion •••••• : :

Round _

The JUdge's ratings: l--Very Poor, 2-
Poor, 3--Fair, 4--Good, 5--Excellent



CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISMS

First Negative Speaker

Second Negative Speaker

l.

*,

CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISMS

First Affirmative Speaker

Second Affirmative Speaker

-----------------
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In 1936, with the publication of "Modern Debating'"

(W. W. Norton and Company, New York), Nichols and Baccus

called attention to half a dozen situations in debate where

the proper judging procedure was not at all definitely

established. These appear on pages 377-378 of the book.

After ten years, Musgrave19 has attempted to answer some

of the problems posed in that book.

First: Unrefuted false ,evidence. The author points

out that if the JUdge is absolute~y certain that the evidence

presented is false, he should penalize severely for dis

honesty and in all cases give the decision to the opposing

team without hesitation. However, if the JUdge merely ~

peets that the evidence is false, he cannot, in all fair-

- ness to the debaters, penalize the team at all. After all

a person is innocent until proven guilty. Debate coaches,

of course, shOUld never tolerate dishonesty on the part of

their teams.

Seoond: Unrefuted i11og1cal thinking. The misuse

Qr mis1nterpretat1on of evidence is a different matter.

It is the duty of the opposing team to point out fallacies

ot reasoning that exist. The teams are debating each other,

19 George'M. Musgrave, ,ltAnAttempt to Answer Some
Quest10ns on JUdg1ng,· ~ Debater's Magazine, 2:246-247,
Deoember, ' 1946.



not the judge. The facts should be accurate but the teams'

must work out for themselves how those facts are to be in-
£r terpreted.

i~
I,

f
!
~:

19

Third: Omitted arguments. The judge is supposed to

be an unbiased or neutral critic. .He has no business pen

alizing a team for not bringing up his pet arguments. His

position as jUdge is to listen to the debate and render his

decision on the basis of what o~curred, not on what might

have occurred. Only in this manner can the judge actual~y

measure the relative skill of the two teams.

Fourth: Omlltted plans. The affirmative team must

explain enoygh of its plan to make it possible for the neg

ative team to build a case against it based on impractica

bility; the affirmative is not, however, required to explain

minute details. If the affirmative presents a vague, sketchy

plan, and the negative insists on a further explanation of

the plan, the jUdge's job is to support the negative.

The negative is never required to offer a counter

plan; it may choose to defend the status quo. If the neg

ative team does recommend a counterplan, it has the same

duty with regard to an explanation that the affirmative

has for it s plan.

Much has been s~id both pro and con on the advisa

bility of the affirmative team refraining from using a
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plan. The author states "I do not consider omitting the

plan a true strategio device. But regardless of one's

opinion of the effectiveness of this procedure, it is used

often enough so that it must be considered legitimate. n20

If this procedure is followed the affirmative must make

its explanation early in the debate so that the negative

will have at least one constructive speech in which to

point out the disadvantages; otherwise the disadvantages

could-not be pointed out at all, since no new arguments are

permitted in the rebuttal. If a team can omit a plan master

fully and without breaking this rule, it may do so without

critieism. But if a team is clumsy or inept enough to break

the rule, it has taken Wlfair advantage of the opposing team

and oan expect to lose the decision~

.;,

Fifth: Failure 12 substantiate !!~ .2!: plan. The

criterion is this--did the affirmative succeed in shOWing

that its plan should be adopted? If so, it gets the deci-
I

sion. If not, the negative gets the decision. When the

case of each team is partially refuted, as happens in most

debates, the critic simply contrasts the established

affirmative arguments with the established negative argu

ments and determines whether, on the basis of these arguments

20~•. , p. 247.

'.------------------
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alone, the affirmative succeeded in proving that their

plan should be adopted.

Sixth: ~ strategy. The job of the judge is to

analyze and record what took place, and reach his decision

accordingly • • • strategy, weak·or strong, may help one

team or the other prove its case, and thus influence the

decision, but the JUdge's decision should always rest on

the total result of what has ~een accomplished by the teams

in showing that the plan shoUld, or should not, be adopted.

In the final analysis, the judge must look at the whole pic

ture and determine whether or not the affirmative succeeded

in showing that its plan should be adopted. After all, that

is the criterion.

Eugene C. Chenoweth,21 in his latest debate manual,

points out:

••• Directors of debate and speech teachers
trained in debate are the best judges. Individuals
lacking debate training often render ~wise decisions
and present unsatisfactory critiques•••• To say the
least, it is discouraging to the debaters, when they
bave made extensive and intensive preparation on a
debate proposition, to have a IfriendM or a person
unfamiliar with debate to make an erroneous decision.
It is still more disheartening when such an individual .
attempts without success to explain the reasons for
his decisions. Such judges do much damage to the
cause of debate. 22

ton,
21 Eugene C. Chenoweth, Debate and Discussion t Blooming

Indiana: Published by Eugene C. Chenoweth, 1948), p. 140.

22 Loc. ill.
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He points out f'urther that lithe problem of' jUdging

debates has never been solved satisf'actorily for any con

siderable number of directors, debaters, and judges. n23

A few JUdges award the decision to the team which advances

the stronger arguments, regardless of how ineffective they

are presented or supported. Some judges consider only deliv

ery and personality on the part of the debaters. Other

judges give their decisions upon the general overall con

sideration to separate element's. The well-qualified judge,

however, forms his f1nal conclus1on from the total impres

sion gained by an evaluation and a compari,son of the

speakers on the several essential elements of debate.

The author l1st s a group of njudging hints" on which

he believes most experienced JUdges are in agreement. They

are:

'if.

1.

2.

In evaluating argument the debaters Should be judged
on the ability to present two or three strong argu
ments, and to meet the arguments advanced by the
opposition. The debaters are not expected to give
all the arguments on one side, and a team is not
supposed to refute all the arguments which could
be offered on the other side. The members of a
team have fUlfilled their obligation when they
have successfUlly supported two or three maJ or argu
ments 1n the debate and refuted or destroyed the
arguments of the opposition.

Unsupported arguments are valueless.

;1,

--------_..._---"
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3. The debaters are' supposed to present more valuable
evidence than the opposing team employs; but
because time does not permit, they are not expected
to cite all the evidence that could be produced
to support their side.

4. The JUdge should make an accurate record of the
arguments and evidence presented by each speaker.
Then at the end of the debate, the judge can decide
which team advanced the stronger arguments and
better eYidenoe. For the convenience of the judge,
argument-evidence forms are provided below. ~us
grave's double summary sheet is also a suitable
instrument for recording argument and eVidence
during a debate.

The judge should make notes of other important
items as delivery, language, etc. on another s~eet.

These notes will aid the judge in evaluating the
performance of the speakers on the various items
of effective debating.

5. It is not the burden of the affirmative to prove
that the proposition will be adopted. The affirma
tive must show that the resolution should be
adopted. A negative team which insists that the
affirmative must prove that the resolution will
be adopted should be severely penalized on analysis
and/or argument.

6. Although the negative team admits a change is
needed, the negative is not required to present
a counterplan. The neiative is not required to
answer the affirmative question, "Since you say
our plan is not practicable, what plan do you
offer to remedy t:qe situation?fI The negative
has completed its task when it has shown that
the affirmative proposal is not practicable or
has more disadvantages than advantages.

7. If the negative, however, wishes to present a
oounterplan in an attempt to show that another
plan is more practicable and advantageous than
the·affirmative proposal, the affirmative is
required to discredit the negative plan.

,.8•. A team is supposed'to ans.er" the important ques
tions in a debate, but neither team is required
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to answer a long list of questions asked by the
opposition. When a team demands answers to an
unreasQnable number of questions, it shoUld be pen
alized on argument.

9. Team A should be penalized on argument or evidenoe
when it misquotes Team B, or falsely states that
Team B bas failed to attaok Team A's arguments.

10. A debater should not be penalized when his speech
is one or two minutes under or a few seconds over
the time 1imit.

I ~

11. When a speaker is guilty of using sarcasm or dis
courteous remarks, or of exhibiting any conduct
unbeooming a gentlemen, he should be severely pen
alized on adaptation or/and persuasion. 24

In cono1usion he stressed the fact that critiques

are essential teohniques in debate. • •• In inter-school

debates it is customary for the jUdge, or one of the jUdges,

to give a oritic-decision at the c1Qse of the debate. A

brief critique by the judge usually helps to enlighten the

debaters, the coaches, and the audience. At any rate,

everyone who is concerned with the debate is entitled to

know how the judge arrived at his decision.

Baird26 points out that just what effective debat-

ing is has never been settled or agreed upon as anyone

who reads current materials on this subjeot will note. The'

24 .Ibid., pp. 47-48.

25 A. Craig Baird, Public Discussion~ Debate, (Boston;
Ginn and Company, 1937), p. 333.



author furthermore suggested that material is of much more

importance t~n delivery in the awarding of a decision. As

far as judging is concerned a teacher of debating, (who

knows the exercise through and through), and who--1n theory

at least--Iays aside all prejudice and votes for that team

which demonstrates the greater ability as debaters, has been

preferred. After the contest, it is always desirable for

the judge to present an evaluative crit1que to the debaters.

Baird" states further "An expert JUdge, it must be emphasized,

should know the technicalities of debate•••• He should

state more, for example, than the fact that in delivery a

team is superior; he shoUld explain specifically wherein its

delivery is superior. n26

In his consideration of debate ballots, Musgrave27

concluded that any type of point system used in JUdging

debate is incompatible as far as the principles of JUdging

are concerned; the most effective method is for the judge

to ascertain by means of a double-summary sheet28 which

team accomplished what it was required to accomplish and

to award the decision accordingly. The double-summary

26 IQ!g., p. 335.

27 George McCoy Musgrave, Competitive Debate, (New
York: H. W. Wilson Company, 1945), p. 92.

28,8ee pages 28-29 for sample double-summary sheets.
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sheet was developed as a simple method of keeping traok of

the major arguments of the two teams. For the average

debate, two sheets are prepared in this way, one headed,

"Affirmative oase" or "Affirmative advantages" and the

other "Negative oase" or "Neg~tive disadvantages". In the

extreme left hand oolumn of the affirmative sheet are listed

the three or four major advantages olaimed by the affirmative

for its plan. In the ~eft hand oolumn of the negative sheet

are iisted the major disadvantages of the plan olaimed by

the negative team. As eaoh of these points is suooessfully

refuted, the answer given is presented in the seoond oolumn

opposite the original point. Then, as the refutation is

disoredited and the original point re-established, the argu

ment presented is plaoed in the third oolumn, and so on

until the end of the debate. If a team attempts to answer

an argument but fails, no notation is neoessary. Aooording

to Musgrave29 many of the oritioisms of debate JUdging

have arisen from well-meaning attempts on the part of Judges

to evaluate the evidenoe presented; suoh an evaluation

almost always alienates those whose personal beliefs are

overruled. Suoh an evaluation is too often merely a simple

expression of the JUdge's own personal beliefs on the sub

jeot. One of the strongest features of the use of a double-

29 Ibid., p. 102.
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summary sheet as a means of Judging is that it is often

unneoessary for the Judge to make suoh an evaluation. This

naturally tends to make the deoision more objeotive.
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DOUBIE-SUMMARY SHEET

TOPIC: Resolved, that a federal world government should be
e stabl1 shed.

AFFIRM!TIVE: ALLEGED ADVANTAGES OF PLAN

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE AFFIRMATIVE

1

2

3

.

.4,

.

.
:

.. .,,~, ".. ., .. " ... '."," -, . - ..
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DOUBLE-SUMMARY SHEET (Cont I d)

TOPIC: Reeolv.ed, that a federal world government should be
established.

NEGATIVE: ALLEGED DISADVANTAGES OF PLAN

NEGATIVE AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE t AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE

1

2

3

.

. .

4

, i

I



CHAPTER III

THE TECHNIQUE USED IN THE SURVEY

The two methods of research used in this study were

the historical and the survey. The historical method was

used in the author's review of selected literature concern-

ing the JUdging of debate. The survey method was employed

by the use of a questionnaire.

f'

!
i~.

('J

.~

~ questionnaire~. The questionnaire (see

Appendix) used in this study was designed specifically for

debate coaches and other competent personnel qualified to

judge debate. The chief·purpose of the questionnaire was

to discover Just what characteristics were considered to be

the most important in debating according to the views o~ a

selected group representing all sections of the United States.

The group used in this study was asked to send a collection

of the ballots used in their schools or section of the country.

Because ~(jjr many years a wide differenoe of opinion has

existed as to just what principles should be stressed most in

debating, the author intended to compile the rating sheet

sections of the questionnaires, study the ballots used in

the various 'sections of the United states and construct a

model ballot. ·The characteristics which were consistently

ranked-hie;h would naturally be given'more emphasis than
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those normally marked low in value. Therefore, those ohar

acteristics or principles which were rated high throughout

the country would be considered the areas of mutual agree

ment among debate coaches and would be given much emphasis

in the preparation of the model ballot. Those principles

which were rated low would thus appear to have less bearing

on the effectiveness of debating and be considered accordingly.
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District of Columbia, responded to the questionnaires sent

out originally. Figure 2 shows the number of responses per

state. Table I (see page 35) shows the distribution of

responses according to institutions.

Ad.m1nistration of the questionnaire. The selected

group of speech personnel qu~stioned were asked to rate cer

tain characteristics, usually found in all debates, according

to importance. Eight points were listed. These included:

analysis, evidence, reasoning, refutation, attitude, delivery,

voice, and adaptation. The group was asked to list any

additional points which it thought should be considered in

JUdging a debate.
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TABLE I

DlSTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ACCORDING
TO STATES AND INSTITUTIONS

state Institutions Represented

Alabama

Califomia

Colorado

District of Columbia
Florida

Idaho

Illinois

.~'

~.

.~. Indiana
~:
~,

.~
",

Iowa
Kansis

Kentucky
Louisiana

kine

Alabama Polyte9hnique Institute
University of Alabama
Chico State College
College of the Pacific
Fresno State College
san Diego State Colleg~

University of California at Los Angeles
University of Redlands
University of Southern California
Colorado A. &M.
University of Colorado
University of Denver
George Washington University
University of Florida
University of Miami
College of Idaho
University of Idaho
Augustana College
Eastern Illinois State Teachers College
Illinois State Normal University .
Northwestern University
Southern Illinois Normal University
University of Illinois
Wheaton College
Butler University
De Pauw University
Indiana University
Manchester College
Purdue University
University of Notre Dame
State University of Iowa
Fort·~yes Kansas State College
Kans~s state Teachers College
Univernty of Kansas
University.of LO,u1sville
Louisiana'State University
Southwestern Louisiana Institute
Bates Qollege
.v~~~erslty,of~aine
.Univer,si~y of Maryland
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TABLE I (Continued)

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ACCORDING
TO STATES AND INSTITUTIONS

.~

state Institutions Represented~i

iI
";j

Jl Michigan Alma College
~l
"I Michigan State College

j University of Michigan
Minnesota Gustavus Adolphus College
Mississippi University of Mississippi

: Missouri saint Louis University
! University of Missouri

Nebraska University of Nebraska
University of Omaha

New Hampshire University of New Hampshire
New Jersey Rutgers University
New Mexico University of New Mexico,
New York College of City of New York

Cornell University
New York University
Fordham University

North Carolina Duke University
North Carolina State College

North Dakota University of North Dakota
Ohio Denison University

Ohio State University
Oregon University of Oregon
Pennsylvania. Lehigh University

State Teachers College
Temple University
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburg

Rhode Island Rhode Island State College
n South Carolina The Citadel

'&.'

'f South Dakota Augustana College
~ South Dakota State College
\ University of South Dakota
t Tennessee University of Tennessee
:f' Texas Baylor University
~ Southern Methodist Universityt'

• Southwest Texas State Teachers College
f Texas Christian Universityil University of Houston
.' University of Texasr

Vermont University of Vermont



TABLE I (Continued)

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ACCORDING
TO STATES AND INSTITUTIONS

,
"

'f
(

State

Virginia

Washington
Wisoonsin

Institutions Represented

Lynohburg College
Roanoke College
University of Virginia
State College of Washington
Beloit College
Marquette University
Ripon Co~lege

University of Wisoonsin



CHAPTER IV

REPORT OF THE SURVEY

As previously explained, the questionnaire method

was used to secure the desired data. This possibly limits

the findings to some extent. Inasmuch as replies were not

received from every state, the complete picture was not

obtained. However, since the questionnaire was not sent

out at random, but to selected individuals, and since each

area of the United States was truly represented, (see Figures

1 and 2) the results would seem to be truly· representative,

and therefore significant.

I. PRESENTATION OF DATA

, " ':.;. ., 'r' ' ~

was to be marked "l", number two was to be marked "2", and

Utilization 2! questionnaire returns. One hundred

twenty-five questionnaires were sent out to speech instructors

representing every state in the United State~, including the

District of Columbia. The group surveyed were asked to do

two things: (1) to submit a copy of any or all ballots cur

rently in use in their particUlar school or section of the

country; and (2) to rate a given list of points, including

any which they saw fit to add, in order of importance accord

ing to their views in Judging d.ebate. Number one in importance

so on through the given list. Eighty-eight responses were
." . ~

, ,.'
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reoeived by the writer making a total of 70.4 per oent.

Responses we~e received from thirty-six states and the Dis

triot of Columbia. Thirteen of the returns were unmarked

except for oomments by the respondees to the effeot that they

could not rate the given points in order of importance beoause

they were all equally important. This group represented 10.4

per cent of the total group surveyed. Those returns were

unusable and consequently thrown out. Ten of the question

naire responses were weighted. The respondees in this group,

which made up eight per cent of the total picture, rated two

or more points for identical numerical posItions. Because

this group of returns was likely to present a warped or

/, psuedo overall pioture, they too were thrown out. Thus twenty-
J
',; three returns, or 18.4 per cent, were considered invalid and

:' were not used in the final report. Sixty-five of the ques-
~~:
~; tionnaires, 52 per cent, were properly marked and were used

1

in Table II. Eighty of the ei~hty-eight persons who responded

to the questionnaire said they were interested in the findings

of this study. Sixty of the respondees, in answer to the

request for ballots in current use, sent one or more ballots.

Eighty-one ballots were received in all.

Report of findings. Eaoh person surveyed was asked

to rate, in order of importance, the eight charaoteristics

of debat~ listed on the questionnaire. In the final tabula-

tion the points listed were rated in the following manner:
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(1) Analysis, (2) Reasoning, (3) Evidence. (4) Refutation.

(5) Delivery, (6) Adaptation. (7) Attitude. and (8) Voice.

Four persons included organization and persuasion as addi

tional characteristics of debating. They were not inoluded

in the report beoause of the extremely low number of returns

adding them as significant factors to be oonsidered and con

sequently would have fallen into oategory nine had there

been a significant number of respondees include them. It

appeared that most of the persons who rated the given points

felt that persuasion and organization were included in one or

more of the other points or might ~ the result of a combina

tion of one or more of the listed oharacteristics. The

reepondees rated "analysis of the proposition" first by a

large margin although it was rated for five other positions

with one person rating it as low as seventh in importance.

Reasoning. eVidence. and refutation were rated without serious

competition for second, third, and fourth positions respect

ively. Delivery was rated most important for fifth position,

edging out both refutation and adaptation by slim margins.

Adaptation was rated sixth in importanoe. receiving serious,

oompetition from both delivery and attitude. Attitude was

l1sted seventh 1n significanoe but again the respondees gave

1t only a plura11ty and not a majority of the votes cast.

Voice was rated e1ghth by a strong maJority. It shOUld be

noted tba:t a wide diversificat10n of opinion exists as to
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Just what charaoteristics of debate are most important and

what ones are. least important. Of the eight possible posi

tions open for each of the eight characteristics listed,

making a total of sixty-four possible positions open for

consideration, as to order of importance, fifty-five of the

positions were utilized. Each characteristic was rated for

at least six numerical positions with delivery, attitude,

and adaptation being rated for all eight positions. From

these" facts it would appear that there is wide-spread dis

agreement and inconsistency among debate coaches and other

speech personnel as to Just what is significant in judging

debate and what is not.

For a more concise explanation of the data see Table

II and Table III.

I I. THE MODEL BALLOT

Formulation of ~ model ballot. It has been sug

gested by many persons concerned about debate judging, that

Judges within a state or debate district adopt a uniform

ballot to be used in Judging all debates. It has further

been suggested that perhaps a ballot could be constructed

that would be acceptable to a majority of forensic, directors

and consequently be adopted for nationwide use. Edward S.



TABLE III

RESPONSES TO CHARACTERISTICS ·OF DEBATING AS TO
NUMERICAL IMPORTANCE OF EACH IN JUDGING DEBATE

Rating AnalYsis Reasoning Evidence Refutation Delivery Adaptation Attitude Voice Totals

:·... .' ..1.· 38 12 10 1 2 1 7 0 65

2 8 35 11 6 2 2 2 0 65 ',',

3 10 10 25 11 3 4 4 1 65

4 6 3 12 30 4 9 1 1 65

5 2 3 5 14 19 15 7 0 65

6 0 1 1 3 16 20 17 9 65
,

7 1 1 1 0 17 8 22 15 65

8 0 0 0 0 2 6 18 39 65

totals 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65

1 As determined by responses from the questionnaires.
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TABLE III2\
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RESPONSES TO CHARACTERISTICS OF DEBATING AS TO
PERCENTAGE IMPORTANCE OF EACH IN JUDGING DEBATE

Rating .. Ana1ysis Reasoning Evidence Refutation Delivery Adaptation Attitude Voice

..
1 58.46 18.46 15.38 1.54 3.08 1.54 10.77 0.00

2 12.31 53.85 16.92 9.23 3.08 3.08 3.08 0.00

3 lS.38 IS. 38 38.46 16.92 4.62 6.15 6.15 1.54

4 9.23 4.62 18.46 46.15 6.1S- 13.85 1.54 1.54

5 3.08 4.62 7.69 21.54 29.23 23.08 10.77 0.00

6 0.00 1.54 1.54 4.62 24.62 30.77 26.15 13.85

7 1.54 1.54 I.S4 0.00 26.15 12.31 33.85 23.08

8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.08 9.23 27.69 60.00

2 As determined by responses from the questionnaire.
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Betz,l in referring to this subject says, "Judging could

be improved by the nationwide adoption ofa uniform ballot

containing adequate instructions for the use of the jUdge

and a sufficient number of points on which to evaluate the

speakers."2 Because of the wide and varied characteristics

of debate (as shown in Tables II and III) the writer found

that the total picture was too confusing to permit a weighted

index for each criterion without making it too complex and

impra"cticable. Consequently the data shown in Tables II and

III were found to be interesting but so scattered and

inconsistent that they could not be feasibly utilized in

the model ballot. As a result, the model ballot was formu

lated primarily from the major areas of agreement, as noted

by the writer, in the eighty-one ballots which were returned

with the questionnaire responses. The ballot is Qmodel"

only in that it incorporates representative opinion arrived

at from a broad sampling of debate ballots from all sections

of the United states. This ballot is new in that it leaves

to each individual judge the responsibility of actually

weighting the various criteria in it. It is not a model

1 Edward S. Betz, "Evaluation of the Intercollegiate
Forensic Program," ~ Forensic, 31:96, May, 1948.

2~. ill.
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ballot in the common interpretation of the word "model"

and should not be interpreted as such. The ballot appears

on page forty-seven.

Instructions !Q judges. You are asked to give a

decision in favor of the team which in your opinion has

done the more effective debating on the basis of the criteria

listed below. In rendering your decision you are to con

sider, only the merits of the debate and not ~ merits Q!

~ question.

Remember that a debate is not an intellectual tug

of-war but rather a discussion of a given,proposition in

which all significant arguments should be presented as a

result of thorough research, substantiated evidence, and

logioal reasoning therefrom. You are to ignore your per

sonal attitude concerning the proposition and are to view

the debate as objectively as possible.

Criteria for evaluation•. (1) Analysis of question.

Consider the clarity and logic of the definition of terms,

limiting of the question, and statement of main issues.

Has the question been interpreted properly and is the case

well-organized and easy to follow?

(2) Evidence and argument. Evidenoe consists of

facts and authoritative opinions. Consider the pertinency,

dependability, and sufficiency of the material submitted as

evidence. Argument is the reasoning process by which
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conclusions are drawn from the evidence. Consider the

soundness and comprehensiveness of the argument. Is it

rel~vant, logical,'and accurate? Further, consider team

consistency.

(3) Refutation and adaptation. Refutation of oppos

ing arguments should take place throughout the debate. Con

sider the selectivity, thoroughness, and organization of the

refutation. Have the important opposing arguments been

chosen for refutation? How well did the teams adapt them

selves to significant opposing points of view?

(4) Effectiveness of delivery. Consider direct

communication, conversational mode, structural emphasis,

earnestness, sincerity, effectiveness in gesturing, correct

(, ,

English usage, aUdibility, posture, and the total bodily

pet ion. This includes all matters pertaining to oral pre

sentation with special emphasis on extempore abilities.

(5) General effectiveness. This includes voice;

general attitude; respect for time limits; courtesy toward

opponents, critics, and audience; teamwork; use of humor;

and any other aspects of debating which tend to help you

in getting a total impression of the speakers•.



MODEL DEBATE JUDGING BALLOT

Round Time _

First Affirmative _

Second Af"firmative _
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WEIGHT
IN %

100%
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•
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•
:
••
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•
:
••
••

..
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•·•
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CRITERIA

..
•Effectiveness ••of Delivery :
•

1

TOTAL
PERFORMANOE

..
General :
Effectiveness·••

•

Evidence and
Argmnent

JUDGING SCALE

Refutation and:
Adaptation :

••

Exercising my honest JUdgment, I vote for
the
team-"O;-b....e....c-a~u-s-e-:---------------

Total Negative Score ~_O'

Analysis of"
Q,uestion

(Please use other side)·

Negative Team

Round Time _..;.-. _

First Negative _

Second Negative __

JUdge's Ratings: In column 2 (weight in
per cent) indicate that part of the total
performance (not to exceed a total of
100%) that you attach to each criterion.
On that basis, weigh the debaters accord
ingly.
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(Please use other side)
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Total Affirmative Score d :

________-.J::.]!? •

••••Exercising my honest JUdgment, I vote for :
t~ •
team--;-b-e-c-a~u-s-e-:--------------- :

••••••••••••••••••••••

TOTAL
PERFOBMANCE

•Effectiveness ••of Delivery :
•

•General :
Effectiveness:

•

Evidence and
Argmnent

•Ref"utation and:
Adaptation •:

Analysis of
Question

JUdge t S Ratings: In colwnn 2 (weight in
per cent) indicate that part of the total
performance (not to exceed a total of
100%) that you attach to each criterion.
On that basis, weigh the debaters accord
ingly.





CHAPTER V

SUMlMRY AND CONCLUSIONS

; l

The members of the advisory committee and the writer

agreed that any summary or expressed conclusions would be

confined specifically to presented data. This accepted

principle made any position as to personal opinions, preJu

diced beliefs, or hidden motives untenable.

I. SUMMARY

The following items were deemed significant in sum

marizing the report of this survey.

1. The overall per cent of return from the question

naire was 70.4 per cent.

2. The problem is one of national interest as 64 per

cent of the respondees were interested in the findings of

this study. Many persons, in answering the questionnaire,

submitted written comments to the effect that the problem

under consideration was certainly one which merited national

recognition.

3. From the questionnaires, there appeared to be no

evident trend toward more uniformity among debate coaches

for judging debate.

4. A wide diversification of opinion still exists

among oompetent speech ins.truotors as to just what ohar-
~ , ':



acteristics are most important in judging debate. Disagree-

ment exists even among debate coaches in the same institutions

as was evident in the questionnaire returns.

5. No other studies of a similar nature were found for

the state of Indiana.

II. CONCLUSIONS

This survey was not aime,d at solving all debate judging

difficUlties in the United States by preparing a model Qallot

that would be nationally accepted. Other thorough efforts,

by persons far more competent than the writer, have been

pointed in that direction. Many respondees returned ballots

which were referred to as model ballots in their own parti

cular area of use. To reiterate the purpose of this study,

it was: (1) to learn on what grounds a majority of debate

Judges, representing all sections of the United States, agree

in JUdging debate; and (2) to make a comparison of the various

ballots currently being used allover the country, checking

points of agreement and disagreement, and with that knowledge

in mind to prepare a so-called model ballot or ballot of

general agreement. Information previously presented in this

study was deemed sufficient to support the following con-

elusions:

1. The geographical dispersion of responses was such

that all the data presented were truly representative, even
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though not complete as to the total national picture.

2. Co~lege debaters who have traveled many miles to

a decision tournament expect expert judging. If this type

judging cannot be supplied, the debaters are in agreement,

the tournament should not be held.

3. College debaters and debate directors ~ masse

have voioed their sentiments that without exception, the best

debate jUdging is done only when debate directors jUdge the

\

) ~,
contests.

4. Much periodical literature written in the past

two years has dealt with the general subject of "imprOVing

debate judging. u

5. Essentially, from the review of literature, there

was general agreement among debate direotors that more uni

formity is desired in judging college debate.

6. Finally, because more and more debate coaches are

becoming increasingly ooncerned over the lack of uniformity

in Judging debate, and because debaters are voicing their

disgust due to inadequate judging, it appears that there is a

trend toward actually doing something about standardizing

debate JUdging.
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INDIANA STATE TEACI-IERS COLLEGE

;TERRE /-IAUTE, INDIANA
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Dear Sir:

As far as it is possible to discover, there seems to be no standardized
manner or method of evaluating college debators. With this in mind, Indiana
State Teachers College is interested in current practices now in use through
out :the country, in order that \'1e might formulate a model ballot for judging
deb~te•. It is necessary that data be secured from forensic coaches allover
t~eVnited States so that we may have a fair representation of each section.
Knowing that those who direct intercollegiate forensics are very busy. we
are limiting this questionnaire as much as possible.

1. Please send us a copy of any or all ballots now being used
in your school or section of the country.

2. Please rank the following list of points (including any
additional points) in order of importance according.to
your views in evaluating debate. Number one in importance
should be marked "l,lt number two' should be marked 1t2," and
so on through the given list, plus axry points ,,,hich you
might care to add.

Analysis

Evidence

..........
•••••••••

Delivery ••••••••

Voice •••••••••••

Reasoning ••••••••

Refutation •••••••

Adaptation ••••••

Attitude •••••••••

It is our intention to make a thorough study of this problem and prepare
a model ballot. We hope that you will be able to assist us in making this
stu,dy possible. Will you be interested in the findings of this study?
Thanking you in advance. we are

Cordially yours,

Joseph M. Marcinko
Graduate Assistant in Speeoh

Oli s G. Jami son
Chairman of Education Department
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